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134 Book R eviews

The main defect of this fine book is Hsia's failure to scrutinize
some of his conceptual terms. The progressive process of state-building
that begins in the sixteenth century is probably more deeply embedded
in German historiography than anywhere else, and Hsia's unexamined
use of the concept of "state" and of "political modernization" may
obscure important developments. He sets his discussion of human
agency in the structural context of a unilinear (as suggested by his unexamined use of the concept "early modern") development of the state. But
such an organizational model often causes Hsia to undervalue or miss
entirely the ways a patrimonial structure of political authority, involving
networks of personal relations between central figures and local elites,
perhaps played a more significant role than did bureaucratic imposition
in the development of the state. Moreover, while law and church uniformity can be vehicles of class power, norms of justice and religion often
found popular support as limits on the exercise of authority. Hsia presents much information to illustrate these relationships, but his quick
resort to the concept of "state" buries many fruitful insights. Also, material resources for elite action must have varied considerably throughout
this period, but we get little sense of such variations. This lack of attention to potential constraints on the rulers' actions is sometimes accompanied by a lack of clarity about important political relationships, such as
that between ruler and estates in Bavaria.
Hsia's concluding bibliographic essay is a clear and useful guide to
the literature on which he bases his book. In general, Hsia does what one
should expect in this type of study: he provides a stimulating summary of
what has been done and numerous suggestions about opportunities for
further research. Those who teach and investigate this period should be
grateful.
J.B. Owens
Idaho State University

David M. Dean and Norman L. Jones, eds., The Parliaments ofElizabethan
England, Basil Blackwell, 1990, 226 pp., $45.00.
The usual incoherence of festschrifts is happily avoided in The
Parliaments of Elizabethan England, a splendid complement of eight
essays on Elizabethan parliaments. David M . Dean and Norman L. Jones
have adroitly coordinated the creation of a single volume that successfully
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moves the study of parliamentary politics away from the isolation of central
government to locating political England's chief "point of contact" squarely
"within the English polity." Not all of the realm was represented in the
Commons, whose individual members were not required to "consult those
in whose name they spoke." They were private men representing their own
private interests as well as those of the church, counties, boroughs, towns
without franchises, and single corporations.
Geoffrey Elton and Conrad Russell helpfully broaden the parameters
of the book with pre- and post-Elizabethan essays on parliamentary
development. Elton explores the triumph of common law over canon law
through the legal fiction of "the King-in-parliament," who was seen as
"ultimately superior to that of the king as spiritual head," thus eliminating
the possibility "that ultimate power might fall to a single person." Russell
suggests that the English parliaments from 1593-1606 were, with two
exceptions, one epoch.
Michael Graves sees the privy council's role in managing parliament
as focused on ensuring that parliament granted the O!ieen her taxes,
laws, and some time for a few private bills. Tudor politics focused upon
parliaments only when they were in session, which totaled only three
years of a forty-five-year reign. The true focus of Tudor government, he
concludes, was on its relationships with the local governing elites.
Wallace MacCaffrey stresses parliament's role in foreign policy
through its grants of supply to maintain England's military and diplomatic
readiness in a strange and unsettled new world of "cold war" that erased for
the first time prior "distinctions between open conflict and peace." J. D.
Alsop carries on with this theme by abandoning the traditional portrayal of
Elizabethan parliamentary history, which has stressed polarization and confrontation over the transfer of money from subjects to ruler through tax
statutes. He concludes that, more than the effective management of parliament provided by Elizabeth or her privy council, it was their common
ground, goodwill, habit of deference, and lack of meaningful opposition
that led to such sustained success in financing England's defensive and
offensive needs.
Norman L. Jones sees religion and parliament as "inextricably
intertwined" because parliament was not only the supreme legislator
but also the only court in the realm capable of resolving any issue. And
as long as the glue of religious hatred remained, one could expect no
Elizabethan MP to leave God out of any legislative issue. Peace with
Spain in the reign of James I removed that glue and did so with serious
consequences.
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David M. Dean's essay deals with the use of parliament by the
localities. It reveals that no significant divisions existed between court
and county, between national and local awareness, or between public and
private interests. Individuals, boroughs, unfranchised towns, counties, or
any combination of these, could and did introduce bills of common interest.
They learned that if their bill originated with the Lords it stood a better
chance of success in the Commons because the latter tended to be more
deferential to a bill submitted to them by the upper house.
Taking exception with J. E. Neale, T. E. Hartley concludes that
county elections generally were properly controlled so "that there was no
apparent general hostility to sheriffs' conduct of elections" nor any desire
on the part of parliament to tighten control on their actions. Indeed, many
Commons members at some point in their careers served as sheriffs.
Finally, these essays all suggest there is little truth to the traditional
view that Elizabethan parliaments were typified by conflict between a
conservative queen and Privy Council on one hand and an organized
Puritan opposition on the other. Instead, lawmaking is stressed as the
chief function of these parliaments, lawmaking that took place in an
atmosphere of surprising cooperation.

F. Jeffrey Platt
Northern Arizona University

John C. Briggs, Francis Bacon and the Rhetoric ifNature, Harvard University
Press, 1989, xii, 285 pp., $30.00.
In these days of full disclosure, I should admit that I declined to
review this book when it appeared in 1989. I received a review copy of
Francis Bacon and the Rhetoric if Nature from the editors of a journal in
rhetoric and composition who asked if I thought it would be of interest to
their readers. I answered in the negative. Francis Bacon is often named as
a precursor of the "new rhetoric," sometimes as the founder of a line that
descends through John Locke and George Campbell to I. A. Richards. He
is also sometimes treated as the villain who gave invention and arrangement
to logic, thereby reducing rhetoric to style. Because John C. Briggs says
nothing about these discussions, I thought his book would frustrate most
practicing rhetoricians.
I should also note that the review copy that arrived in September
1991 showed signs of wear. I fancied it had been passed over by a member

